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Abstract. In this paper we describe the motivation for and construction
of a new Japanese lexical resource: the Hinoki treebank. The treebank is
built from dictionary definition sentences, and uses an HPSG grammar to
encode the syntactic and semantic information. We then show how this
treebank can be used to extract thesaurus information from definition
sentences in a language-neutral way using minimal recursion semantics.
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Introduction

In this paper we describe the construction of a new lexical resource: the Hinoki
treebank. We present the motivation for its construction, and a preliminary
application. The ultimate goal of our research is natural language understanding
— we aim to create a system that can parse text into some useful semantic
representation. Ideally this would be such that the output can be used to actually
update our semantic models. This is an ambitious goal, and this paper does not
present a completed solution, but rather a road-map to the solution, with some
progress along the way. The mid-term goal is to build a thesaurus from dictionary
definition sentences and use it to enhance a stochastic parse ranking model that
combines syntactic and semantic information.
Recently, significant improvements have been made in combining symbolic
and statistical approaches to various natural language processing tasks. For example, in parsing, symbolic grammars are being combined with stochastic models
(Toutanova et al., 2002). Statistical techniques have also been shown to be useful
for word sense disambiguation (Stevenson, 2003). However, to date, there have
been no combinations of sense information together with symbolic grammars
and statistical models. Klein and Manning (2003) show that much of the gain in
statistical parsing using lexicalized models comes from the use of a small set of
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function words. General relations between words are not so useful, presumably
because the data is too sparse: in the Penn treebank normally used to train and
test statistical parsers stocks and skyrocket never appear together. They note
that this should motivate the use of similarity and/or class based approaches:
the superordinate concepts capital (⊃ stocks) and move upward (⊃ skyrocket) frequently appear together. However, there has been little success reported on using
ontologies with statistical parsers, despite the long history of their succesful use
with rule-based systems (Ikehara et al., 1991; Mahesh et al., 1997).
We hypothesize that there are two major reasons for this lack of success. The
first reason is that there simply is no single resource that combines syntactic and
semantic tagging in a single corpus, so it is impossible to train statistical models
using both sources of information. The second is that it is still not clear exactly
what kind of semantic information is useful in parsing or how to obtain it.
Our proposed solution to these problems has three phases. In the first phase,
we are building a treebank using the Japanese semantic database Lexeed (Kasahara et al., 2004). This is a hand built self-contained lexicon: it consists of headwords and their definitions for the most familiar 28,000 words of Japanese, with
all the definitions using only those 28,000 words (and some function words). This
set is large enough to include most basic level words and covers over 75% of the
common word tokens in a sample of Japanese newspaper text. We then train a
statistical model on the treebank and use it to help us induce a thesaurus. In
phase two, we will tag the definition sentences with senses and use this information and the thesaurus to build a model that combines syntactic and semantic
information. We will also produce a richer ontology — for example extracting
qualia structures (Pustejovsky, 1995) and selectional preferences. In phase three,
we will look at ways of extending our lexicon and ontology to less familiar words.
In this paper we discuss preliminary results from phase one. In particular,
we introduce the construction of the treebank, building the statistical models
and inducing the thesaurus. The technologies we are using in phase one are not
new, the novelty is in the combination.
In the following section we give more information about Lexeed. Then, in
Section 3 we discuss the creation of the treebank: Hinoki. The design is inspired
by the Redwoods treebank of English (Oepen et al., 2002) a dynamic treebank
closely linked to an HPSG analysis. Hinoki uses the JACY Japanese grammar
(Siegel and Bender, 2002).
We describe the use of the Lexeed corpus and the grammar used in the
treebank to create a stochastic parse ranker and a thesaurus (§ 4). Finally, we
outline in more detail our path to the goal of understanding Japanese (§ 5)

2

The Lexeed Semantic Database of Japanese

The Lexeed Semantic Database of Japanese aims to cover the most common
words in Japanese (Kasahara et al., 2004). It was built based on a series of
psycholinguistic experiments where words from two existing machine-readable
dictionaries were presented to subjects and they were asked to rank them on a
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Fig. 1. Entry for the Word doraibā “driver” (with English glosses)
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familiarity scale from one to seven, with seven being the most familiar (Amano
and Kondo, 1999).
Lexeed consists of all words with a familiarity greater than or equal to five.
There are 28,000 words in all. Many words have multiple senses, there were
46,347 different senses. Definition sentences for these sentences were rewritten
by four different analysts to use only the 28,000 familiar words and the best
definition chosen by a second set of analysts. In the final configuration, 16,900
different words (60% of all possible words) were actually used in the definition
sentences. An example entry for the word >?A@CB!D doraibā “driver” is given in
Figure 1, with English glosses added. The third sense has two defining sentences.
There are 1.7 defining sentences/sense overall.

3

The Hinoki Treebank

The structure of our treebank is based on the Redwoods treebank of English
(Oepen et al., 2002). The treebank is built up from the parse output of an
HPSG grammar. We chose this structure for several reasons. The most important is that the representation is very rich. The treebank records the complete
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doraibā “driver”

syntacto-semantic analysis provided by the HPSG grammar, along with an annotator’s choice of the most appropriate parse. From this record, all kinds of
information can be extracted at various levels of granularity. In particular, traditional syntactic structure (e.g. in the form of labeled trees), dependency relations between words and full meaning representations using minimal recursion
semantics (MRS: Copestake et al. (1999)). An example of the labeled tree and
MRS views for >?A@CB!D 2 doraibā “driver” is given in Figure 2.
Another important reason was the availability of a reasonably robust existing
HPSG grammar of Japanese (JACY), and a wide range of open source tools for
developing the grammars. We made extensive use of the LKB (Copestake, 2002),
a grammar development environment, in order to extend JACY to the domain of
defining sentences. We also used the extremely efficient PET parser (Callmeier,
2000), which handles grammars developed using the LKB, to parse large test
sets for regression testing, treebanking and finally knowledge acquisition. Most of
our development was done within the [incr tsdb()] profiling environment (Oepen
and Carroll, 2000). In addition to its well documented facilities for comparing
different versions of a grammar (or the same grammar using different parsers),
it has facilities for annotating treebanks, updating them and training stochastic
models using them. These models can then be used by PET to selectively rank
the parser output.
3.1

Creating and Maintaining the Treebank

The construction of the treebank is a two stage process. First, the corpus is
parsed (in our case using JACY with the PET parser), and then the annotator
selects the correct analysis (or occasionally rejects all analyses). Selection is done
through a choice of discriminants. The system selects features that distinguish
between different parses, and the annotator selects or rejects the features until
only one parse is left. The number of decisions for each sentence is proportional
to log2 of the number of parses, although sometimes a single decision can reduce
the number of remaining parses by more or less than half. In general, even a
sentence with 5,000 parses only requires around 12 decisions.
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Because the disambiguating choices made by the annotators are saved, it is
possible to update the treebank when the grammar changes (Oepen et al., 2004).
Although the trees depend on the grammar, re-annotation is only necessary in
cases where either the parse has become more ambiguous, so new decisions have
to be made, or existing rules or lexical items have changed so much that the
system cannot reconstruct the parse.
One concern that has been raised with Redwoods style treebanking is the
fact that the treebank is tied to a particular implementation of a grammar.
The ability to update the treebank alleviates this concern to a large extent.
A more serious concern is that it is only possible to annotate those trees that
the grammar can parse. Sentences for which no analysis had been implemented
in the grammar, or which fail to parse due to processing constraints are left
unannotated. This makes grammar coverage an urgent issue. In the next section
we discuss how we extended the grammar coverage in order to build the treebank.
3.2

Extending the Grammar

Testing JACY on the full set of 81,000 defining sentences from Lexeed gave a
coverage of 39.3%, using the inbuilt unknown word mechanism. This was trivially
extended to 46.2% by adding some orthographic variants.
We decided to test JACY’s usability by attempting to extend its coverage on
the Lexeed defining sentences to over 80% in 4 weeks. Six people were involved
in this task; none of whom were involved in the original JACY development.
Three of the six had little experience with HPSG.
We expected dictionary definitions to be a relatively easy domain. Barnbrook
(2002, p87) showed that for English defining sentences, some eight sentence
types covered over 92% of all entries. Japanese defining sentences showed similar
regularity. In addition, there is little reference to outside context, and Lexeed
has a fixed defining vocabulary.
Because we also wanted to experiment on treebanking in the same timeframe, we restricted ourselves to considering only the first defining sentence for
each sense of all words with a familiarity greater than or equal to 6.0. This
came to some 10,000 sentences, with an average length of 10.1 words/sentence.
Finally, because we wanted to enter full syntactic information for all of the words
in Lexeed, we switched off the unknown word processing. This gave us an initial
coverage of around 10%.
We were able to bring the coverage to over 80% within the four weeks. The
results are shown in Figure 3 which shows both the increase in coverage and
change in the number of parser analyses.
The first big increase in coverage (to 55%) came from automatically expanding the lexicon. Tuning the lexicon and rules led to some incremental gains,
mainly from relaxing the constraints on some existing rules. We also added some
new rules,5 for example a rule to parse compound verbs. This bought us to over
5
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Fig. 3. Evolution of coverage

70%, at which point we started treebanking. Up to this point, none of the rules
we added had been specific to the definition domain.
After two weeks treebanking, we made several small improvements and added
a new domain-specific rule for definitions such as driver: In golf, a long distance
club.. In this case the phrase in golf does not modify anything internal to the
definition, but is effectively external to it. To handle this, we added a construction which effectively adds a constructionally defined predicate above a noun
phrase, if and only if there is an extra adverbial to modify the phrase and the
noun phrase is the highest constituent (the root): driver: In golf, [driver means]
a club for . . . . Although the implementation of the construction was specific to
Japanese, the idea is not at all language specific, and the resulting semantic
representation is language neutral.
Keeping the number of analyses as low as possible is very important from
the point of view of building the treebank. All extra ambiguity means more
work in selecting the best parse. However, as coverage increases, real ambiguity
also increased unavoidably. Occasionally, a rule would cause massive spurious
ambiguity. In our first attempt to allow adverbial modification of root noun
phrase fragments, we allowed adverbial modification of any noun phrase fragment, which sent the ambiguity skyrocketing to around 500 parses per sentence.
The final ambiguity at the end of the four weeks was around 180 parses/sentence.
This means that on average each tree requires 7-8 decisions to disambiguate it
fully.
3.3

Current Status

We have now treebanked all of the 10,000 sentences with familiarity ≥ 6 which
could be parsed (8,000), and over 15,000 of the second and subsequent sentences.
Of these sentences, 95% were able to be resolved to one correct parse. Around
5% had no correct parse, mainly due to two errors — one in the construction
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of the semantic representation for determiners and one in the way coordinate
constructions are constructed. The annotator could not settle on a single correct
parse for fewer than 1% of the sentences.
All the words in Lexeed’s basic vocabulary have been entered in JACY. The
current vocabulary size is around 32,000 words. We are now working with the
main developers to reduce the average ambiguity and increase the coverage. The
handling of numeral classifiers has also been improved (Bender and Siegel, 2004).
The extended JACY grammar is available for download from www.dfki.uni-sb.
de/~siegel/grammar-download/JACY-grammar.html.

4

Applications

The treebanked data and grammar have been tested in two ways. The first is
to train a stochastic model for parse selection. The second is to use the parsed
data to extract a thesaurus.
4.1

Stochastic Parse Ranking

Using the treebanked data, we built a stochastic parse ranking model with [incr
tsdb()]. The ranker uses a maximum entropy learner to train a PCFG over the
parse derivation trees, with the current node as a conditioning feature. The
correct parse is selected 61.7% of the time (training on 4,000 sentences and
testing on another 1,000; evaluated per sentence). More feature-rich models using
parent and grandparent nodes along with semantic features have been proposed
and implemented with an English grammar and the Redwoods treebank (Oepen
et al., 2002). We intend to include such features, as well as to add our own
extensions to train on constituent weight and semantic class.
4.2

Knowledge Acquisition

In addition to our work on the development of a Japanese language HPSG treebank, we are using the the corpus of dictionary definition sentences for knowledge
acquisition. Past research in knowledge acquisition from definition sentences in
Japanese has primarily dealt with the task of automatically generating hierarchy
structures. Tsurumaru et al. (1991) developed a system for automatic thesaurus
construction based on information derived from analysis of the terminal clauses
of definition sentences. It was successful in classifying hyperonym, hyponym, and
synonym relationships; however, it lacked any concrete evaluation of the accuracy of the hierarchies created. More recently Tokunaga et al. (2001) created an
ontology from a machine-readable dictionary and combined it with an existing
thesaurus.
Our method differs from the aforementioned in two main respects: first, prior
research has been limited to nouns, where our method handles all parts of speech;
second, we are fully parsing the input, not just using regular expressions.
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It is the use of full syntactic analysis with a well defined semantics (Minimal Recursion Semantics, Copestake et al. (1999)) that is the most important.
There are three reasons. The first is that it makes our knowledge acquisition
somewhat language independent: if we have a parser that can produce MRS,
and a dictionary for that language, the algorithm can easily be ported. The second reason is that we can go on to use the same system to acquire knowledge
from non-dictionary sources, which will not be as regular as dictionaries and
thus harder to parse using only regular expressions. Third, we can more easily
acquire knowledge beyond simple hypernyms, for example, identifying synonyms
through common definition patterns as proposed by Tsuchiya et al. (2001).
To extract hypernyms, we parse the first definition sentence for each sense.
The parser uses the stochastic parse ranking model learned from the Hinoki
treebank, and returns the MRS of the first ranked parse. Currently, 82% of
the sentences can be parsed. In most cases, the word with the highest scope in
the MRS representation will be the hypernym. For example, for doraibā1 the
hypernym is
tool “dōgu” and for doraibā2 the hypernym is hito “person”
(see Figure 1). Although the actual hypernym is in very different positions in
the Japanese and English definition sentences, it takes the highest scope in both
their semantic representations.
For some definition sentences (around 20%), further parsing of the semantic
representation is necessary. For example, > ?A@CB!D 3 is defined as driver: In golf,
a long distance club. In this case in golf has the highest scope: the hypernym
is the complement of the empty copula. Again, this semantic representation is
not language dependent, so we do not have to recreate the knowledge extraction
system for new languages. Further, as we expand the scope of the knowledge
acquisition the parsing can give us more information: for example that this sense
of driver is used in the domain of golf .
We evaluate the extracted pairs by comparison with an existing thesaurus:
the Goi-Taikei (Ikehara et al., 1997). Currently 58.5% of the pairs extracted for
nouns are linked to nodes in the Goi-Taikei ontology (Bond et al., 2004). Some
examples are given in Table 1. The remaining entries are words whose definition
requires more parsing (15%) or those where one or both words could not be
found in the Goi-Taikei.
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Word

1
2
3

“driver”

Hypernym
Word Node
Hypernym Node
, “person”
worker
person
$% “equipment”
tool
equipment
7 8 “club” leisure equipment leisure equipment

Table 1. Sense Disambiguation using Hypernyms

In general, we are extracting pairs with more information than the Goi-Taikei
hierarchy of 2,710 classes. In particular, many classes contain a mixture of class
names and instance names:
buta niku “pork” and
niku “meat” are in
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the same class, as are >?
percussion instrument “drum” and
“percussion instrument”, which we can now distinguish.

5



dagakki

Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper we have explained the motivation for the construction of a new
lexical resource: the Hinoki treebank, and described its initial construction. We
have further showed how it can be used to develop a language independent
system for acquiring thesauruses from machine-readable dictionaries.
The first step in our path toward developing a system capable of fully understanding Japanese is to treebank all the defining sentences in Lexeed. This
means that we must improve the coverage of the grammar, so that we can parse
all sentences. When we have completed this task we will retrain our statistical
model and use the new grammar to relearn the hypernym relations with higher
precision.
In phase two we will add the knowledge of hypernyms into the stochastic
model, and look at learning other information from the parsed defining sentences
— in particular syntactic lexical-types, semantic association scores, meronyms,
synonyms and antonyms.
In phase three, we will use the acquisition models learned in phase two,
to extend our model to words not in Lexeed, using definition sentences from
machine readable dictionaries or where they appear within normal text. In this
way, we can grow an extensible lexicon and thesaurus from Lexeed.
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